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1.        UST's policy guidelines on staff engagement in public offices
          through election
               Five papers (30/12) followed up on an Overseas Chinese Daily
               (29/12) report on the guidelines.

2.        Further reports on university facilities for handicapped students
          in HK
               Two papers (28,29/12) followed up on a feature in Overseas
               Chinese Daily which was reported in the last media review.

3.        ETC provides class video recording service to faculty members
               Sing Tao Daily (29/12) carried this feature.

4.        Profile of students admitted by UST through JUPAS in 1994
               Sing Tao Daily (22,29/12) mentioned this in its education
               page.

5.        Personal profile of VC/P
               Bauhinia Monthly (1/95) carried a 2-page interview with VC/P
               in which he talked about his career and issues concerning the
               development of HK.

6.        Dr Mark Yau of EEE receives an extra merit increment for his
          outstanding performance
               Overseas Chinese Daily (27/12) carried this feature and noted
               that Dr Yau was the first faculty member to receive such
               extra merit salary increment.

7.        UST engineering programmes to be revised
               Sing Tao Daily (23/12) reported that UST, HKPU and CityU HK
               would revise their eng. programmes in 1995 so that UGs could
               earn both a BEng and a MSc degree in 4 years.

8.        Dr Francis Lui of ECON reviews the HK economy
               Ta Kung Pao (28/12) carried this interview with Dr Lui.

9.        IES's study on "green tags" for diverse industries in HK
               The Express (20/12) published a feature on this study.
               (Press reports on this study were mentioned in review nos. 17
               and 20/94.)

10.       Feature on Prof H. Hiraoka's diamond film project
               United Daily HK (20/12).
               (This project attracted favourable media coverage in  3/94.)

11.       UST to spearhead LCD research
               Ming Pao (20/12) carried a feature on this project. Prof H S
               Kwok of EEE and Prof Michael Loy of PHYS were interviewed.
               (Our press release on this was issued on 18/7/94.)

12.       "Passengers hit by pollution"
               In a story with this title, SCMP (19/12) interviewed Dr C K
               Chan of CENG on his research on pollution caused by vehicles
               in HK.

13.       "Want a good Deal? Try fostering a partnership rather than



          conflict"
               Computerworld HK (15/12) carried a feature with this title
               and interviewed Lawrence Law, Asso. Dir. of CCST on the
               purchase of information technology.

14.       UST joints HK Govt.'s Agri. and Fishery Dept. in a study to use
          seaweed to improve water quality in HK
               United Daily HK (14/12) reported this study and interviewed
               Dr Peiyuan Qian of BIOL.

15.       "Think of the Children"
               In a feature with this title, One Earth (no.23/94) mentioned
               Dr Paul Chan of SEPO's views on the relation between
               childhood leukaemia and nuclear radiation.

16.       Further reports on SunSITE server set up at UST
               Another 3 computer magazines (12/95) mentioned this which was
               mentioned in review nos.22 and 23/94.

17.       Canteens at universities in HK
               In a photo feature on this, Easyfinder (15/12) mentioned UST.

18.       Another feature on Peeping Toms at UST
               Amoeba magazine (8/12) also mentioned this issue which was
               mentioned in the last review.

19.       Dr Cai Jun of FIN conducts seminar on "The performance of the
          Japanese Mutual Funds" held at CityU HK.
               HK Standard (15/12).

20.       Popular Science Lecture Series -- Industrial engineering:
          contributing to productivity and quality of life
               United Daily HK (18/12) mentioned this lecture given by Prof
               Mitchell Tseng and Dr Neville Lee of Ind. Eng.

21.       The education page of Sing Tao Daily (20-29/12) carried 4 short
          articles written by contributors about campus life at UST.

22.       One short article written by a contributor about campus life at
          UST
               Wen Wei Po (24/12).

23.       HK Economic Jnl. carried 6 articles written by faculty members of
          SBM
               Two by Dr Joseph Lian (23,29/12), 3 by Dr K C Wei (22-30/12),
               One by Prof Leonard Cheng (22/12).

Note:

This review is mainly based on recent newspaper clippings about UST. For
details about the items mentioned, a set of the clippings is available in
the Reference Section of the Library (where items may be photocopied if
desired).  This review is for information only. All information recorded
here is as reported in the original articles. Names and terms are translated
from the Chinese as best we are able when official translations are not
immediately available. South China Morning Post (SCMP),  Hong Kong Standard
(HKS) and Eastern Express (EE) are English newspapers. Enquiries can be made
to Office of Public Affairs (ext. 6305, 6306 or 6320).


